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Abstract: We will use the covariant superform approach to develop a new density formula
for N = 2 conformal supergravity which is based on a fermionic multiplet whose lowest
component is a dimension-5/2 spinor. We will show that this density formula admits an
embedding of the real scalar multiplet of [1]. Upon using the embedding of the tensor multiplet
into the real scalar multiplet, we will construct a new higher derivative action of the tensor
multiplet in N = 2 conformal supergravity.
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1 Introduction
Supergravity theories are supersymmetric extensions of gravity which, apart from diffeomor-
phism, are also invariant under local supersymmetry and possibly some other gauge symme-
tries. Although they may not be ultraviolet complete on their own, they do describe the
low energy sector of string theory which is one of the candidates for a complete quantum
theory of gravity. String theory compactified on different compact manifolds gives rise to ef-
fective supergravity theories in the low energy limit. Construction of supergravity invariants,
therefore, is crucial to understand leading order and higher derivative corrections to black hole
entropy arising in the context of string theory. For a class of extremal black holes, such higher
derivative corrections have been well studied, see e.g. [2–4], facilitated by the construction of
various higher derivative invariants in N = 2 supergravity in four dimensions[5–8].
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While supergravity invariants second order in derivatives can be constructed with on-shell
supersymmetry techniques, to construct higher derivative or more general matter couplings in
supergravity, off-shell methods are found to be useful. This is due to the fact that modifying
the on-shell supersymmetry transformations to construct higher derivative actions or general
matter couplings, involves the arduous task of iteratively modifying the supersymmetry rules
and the equations of motion such that the supersymmetry algebra is satisfied on-shell with
respect to the modified equations of motion. In off-shell supersymmetry, the supersymmetry
algebra is satisfied off-shell and the transformations are independent of equations of motion
which makes them suitable for construction of general matter couplings and higher derivative
invariants in supergravity.
Conformal supergravity, in particular superconformal “multiplet calculus”, provides a
powerful method to construct supergravity invariants using off-shell supersymmetry. Here, the
large number of symmetries in the superconformal algebra allow for shorter representations
than for Poincare´ supergravity. Physical Poincare´ supergravity is then obtained by use of
compensator fields to gauge fix the additional symmetries in the superconformal theory [9].
Upon gauge fixing, actions for matter multiplets in conformal supergravity lead to kinetic
actions for gravity multiplet in Poincare´ supergravity.
The multiplet that contains all the gauge fields of the superconformal algebra is known as
the Weyl multiplet. In N = 2 conformal supergravity in four dimensions, the transformation
of the Weyl multiplet and the complete action was constructed in [5, 10, 11]. The Weyl
multiplet contains all the gauge fields of the superconformal algebra along with few auxiliary
fields required for the closure of the multiplet. It has 24 + 24 (bosonic+fermioinic) off-shell
degrees of freedom. Different choices of the auxiliary fields lead to different types of Weyl
multiplet. The Weyl multiplet discussed in [5] is known as the standard Weyl multiplet. A
different set of auxiliary fields lead to the dilaton Weyl multiplet in four dimensions [12]. We
will use the standard Weyl multiplet in this work. All the details of the N = 2 standard
Weyl multiplet is discussed in appendix-A. Apart from the Weyl multiplet, there can be
several matter multiplets in N = 2 conformal supergravity. Transformation rules for the
matter multiplets such as the 8+8 components vector multiplet and 8+8 components tensor
multiplet were presented in [11]. A larger matter multiplet containing 24+24 off-shell degrees
of freedom called the real scalar multiplet was discussed in [1] which was the generalization of
the flat space multiplet discussed in [13] to conformal supergravity. We will need the tensor
multiplet and the real scalar multiplet for our work. The components of the tensor multiplet
and its supersymmetry transformation rules will be discussed in appendix-A and the details
about real scalar multiplet will be discussed in section-3.
A crucial ingredient to construct actions for these matter multiplets, and thereby Poincare´
supergravity theories is the N = 2 chiral density formula [14]. The term density formula refers
to a set of objects that appear in the action accompanied by fields such as the vielbein and
gravitino. For the action to be invariant under supersymmetry, they transform among each
other in a particular way, and satisfy certain constraints such as chirality or reality.
The chiral density formula of [14] was based on a 16+16 components chiral multiplet. It
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was shown that this 16 + 16 multiplet can be reduced to an 8 + 8 restricted chiral multiplet
upon introducing a consistent set of constraints. Further, an embedding was found for the
gauge invariant objects of the 8+8 vector multiplet inside this restricted chiral multiplet. This
allowed for the construction of a superconformal action for the vector multiplet in conformal
supergravity background and thereby resulted in the construction of a minimal Poincare´
supergravity theory upon gauge fixing [15]. While the free tensor gauge field action is not
conformal in four dimensions, an improved tensor multiplet action was constructed, based on
a density formula made out of the components of a linear multiplet1 and a vector muiltiplet,
in [16] which allowed for a new minimal formulation of Poincare´ supergravity.
Construction of density formula such as the chiral density formula and the linear-vector
density formula played a key role in the construction of supergravity theories. The process of
embedding products of different multiplets into density formulae is known as the supercon-
formal multiplet calculus.
The three minimal Poincare´ supergravity theories constructed by this method, are based
on the actions of two compensating multiplets in the background of Weyl multiplet. Vector
multiplet compensator is necessary to obtain the graviphoton in Poincare´ supergravity. How-
ever this alone is insufficient, as the auxiliary field D of the Weyl multiplet occurs linearly
in the action and its equation of motion places a non trivial condition on the fields that is
inconsistent with the dilatation gauge condition. To resolve this, another compensating mul-
tiplet is needed. Tensor multiplet or nonlinear multiplet, when used for this purpose lead to
off-shell Poincare´ supergravity and when the on-shell hypermultiplet is used, one obtains an
on-shell Poincare´ supergravity.
The procedure of superconformal multiplet calculus has been used in the past to construct
several higher derivative invariants, in various dimensions and of relevance to us here, in
four dimensions [5–8]. Recently, higher derivative couplings have also been discussed in the
literature in the projective superspace formulation of conformal supergravity [17–19]. These
results have played an important role in understanding higher derivative corrections to black
hole entropy. Thus construction of new density formula, thereby new Poincare´ supergravity
invariants is of interest, as it allows us to study and understand these results further.
In this paper, we construct a new density formula in four dimensional N = 2 conformal
supergravity, using the covariant superform method. This is a standard method which is used
to construct invariant actions in supergravity in various dimensions (See [20–23]). It was first
introduced in superspace as the ‘ectoplasm principle’ [24, 25] and has been recently applied
in [26] to construct the most general actions for N = 4 conformal supergravity. Similar ideas
have also been used in rheonomic approach to supergravity [27, 28]. We will elaborate on this
method later. The crucial difference of the new density formula from the earlier ones is that
the lowest component (i.e the component with the lowest Weyl weight) of the multiplet from
which it is constructed is a spinor Σijk. It is a superconformal primary field
2, transforms
1The components of Linear multiplet are the gauge invariant objects of a tensor multiplet
2A field that is invariant under special conformal transformation and S-supersymmetry is known as su-
perconformal primary field. S-supersymmetry is a different kind of supersymmetry that arises in conformal
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in the 4 of SU(2) R symmetry, has chirality −1, chiral weight −1/2 and Weyl weight +5/2.
Along with its supersymmetry descendents, it appears in the density formula as:
S =
∫
Ld4x , (1.1)
where the Lagrangian density L is given as:
e−1L = −iL+ 2iψ¯aiΥ
a
jε
ij + 2iψ¯aiγ
aΨjε
ij +
3i
16
ψ¯jaγ
abγcψbkGcjlε
kl +
i
16
ψ¯jaγ
cγabψbkGcjlε
kl
−
i
4
ψ¯iaγ
abψjbD
klεikεjl −
i
32
ψ¯iaγ
abγcdψjbB
kl
cdεikεjl − iε
abcdψ¯aiγbψ
j
c ψ¯dkΣjmnε
kmεin + h.c .
(1.2)
All the components appearing in the above density formula are related to Σijk by subsequent
Q-supersymmetry transformations. As one can also see, the maximum number of gravitno
appearing in the above density formula is three as opposed to four in the chiral density
formula or two in the linear-vector density formula. Another crucial difference with the
other N = 2 density forumlae is that, not all components of the multiplet appear in the
density formulae. For example, there are components Cijkl and H
a
ijkl that appear in the
supersymmetry transformation of Σijk (2.19, 2.26) but do not appear in the above density
formula. Analogous density formula has also been found in six dimensional supergravity
[29, 30] based on the study of a super six-form which was first studied in flat space in [31].
The density formula is based on a fermionic multiplet whose lowest component is a dimension
9/2 spinor. It seems plausible, although non trivial, that both the density formulae are related
by a dimensional reduction.
We will also show that the density formula (2.38) embeds the 24+24 real scalar multiplet
[1] which further admits a tensor multiplet embedding. We will use the embedding of the
tensor multiplet, to construct a new higher derivative invariant for the tensor multiplet in
N = 2 conformal supergravity.
The paper is organized as follows. In section-2 we will construct a new density formula
using the covariant superform approach. We will elaborate on the covariant superform ap-
proach in the same section. In section-3 we will review the real scalar multiplet of [1] along
with the tensor multilplet embedding. In section-4 we will find the invariant action for the
real scalar multiplet by embedding it into the density formula constructed in section-2. In
section-5, we will use tensor multiplet embedding in the real scalar multiplet to obtain new
higher derivative coupling of the tensor multiplet in conformal supergravity. We will end with
conclusions and future directions.
2 A new density formula for N = 2 conformal supergravity
In this section, we will build a new density formula using the covariant superform approach.
We will briefly outline the method and use it to construct a new density formula forN = 2 con-
supergravity. It is different from the ordinary supersymmetry which is referred to as the Q-supersymmetry.
For details we refer the reader to appendix-A
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formal supergravity. In order to understand this method, consider the following action integral
of a d-form (J) in a d-dimensional submanifold (Md) embedded in a larger D-dimensional
manifold (MD):
S =
∫
Md
J (2.1)
Under a general diffeomorphism (ξ), the d-form transforms as:
δξJ = iξdJ + d(iξJ) (2.2)
If the submanifold (Md) is closed or if there are appropriate fall-off boundary conditions, the
second term in the above variation (2.2) will not contribute to the variation of the action
integral (2.1). Hence, the action-integral will be invariant under a general diffeomorphism in
the larger Manifold (MD) if the d-form (J) satisfies the following condition:
dJ = 0 (2.3)
Now consider the case where Md is the space-time manifold and MD is a larger manifold
where some of the gauge symmetries (for eg: supersymmetry) has been geometerized. In that
case, the corresponding gauge transformations will be a part of the generalized diffeomorphism
of the larger manifold and hence the action-integral defined on the space-time manifold will
be invariant under the corresponding gauge transformation if it satisfies the closure condition
(2.3).
For further discussions, let us restrict ourselves to conformal supergravity in four space-
time dimensions. Apart from diffeomorphism, the other gauge-symmetries present in confor-
mal supergravity are local Lorentz transformation, R-symmetry, dilatation, ordinary super-
symmetry (also known as Q-supersymmetry) as well as special supersymmetry (also known
as S-supersymmetry). For our purpose, we will consider the case where the larger Manifold
(M) is a superspace where the Q-supersymmetry has been geometerized. The corresponding
fermionic directions are labelled as θm. The generalized vielbein (or supervielbein) will have
legs along the spacetime manifold as well as the fermionic directions as shown below:
EA = dxµEAµ + dθ
mEAm (2.4)
The supervielbein 1-form when restricted to the spacetime manifold (i.e θ = dθ = 0) are
nothing but (EA)|θ=dθ=0 = (e
a, 12ψ
i, 12ψi), where e
a is the vielbein 1-form, ψi and ψi are the
left-chiral and right-chiral gravitino 1-form respectively3. The four form J that we will need
for the action integral can be further decomposed as:
J = JDCBAE
AEBECED , (2.5)
where the wedge product between the 1-forms is assumed and the block JDCBA is fully su-
percovariant. The four-form is further assumed to be invariant under all the other gauge
3We will be dealing with fermions in the Dirac 4-component notation
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transformations of conformal supergravity except Q-supersymmetry. Invariance under Q-
supersymmetry is guaranteed if the four-form (J) satisfies the closure condition (2.3). How-
ever since we have also assumed that J is invariant under other gauge transformations, we
can replace the closure condition with the covariant closure condition:
∇J = 0 , (2.6)
where ∇ is an exterior derivative that is covariant w.r.t all the other gauge transformations
of conformal supergravity except Q-supersymmetry. The invariance of the four-form J under
local Lorentz transformations, dilatation, special conformal transformation and R-symmetry
is manifest by taking the term in the Lagrangian corresponding to separate blocks JDCBA to
be invariant under these symmetries. Invariance under S-supersymmetry would mean that the
different blocks will be related to each other by S-transformation since gravitino transforms
to a vielbein under S-transformation as given below:
δSψµ
i = −eaµγaη
i . (2.7)
While imposing the covariant closure condition, the supervielbein appearing in the four form
J (2.5)will be taken to be the full supervielbein EA that has legs along the full superspaceM
instead of the restricted superielbein EA|θ=dθ=0 that has legs only along the spacetime manifold
M . However, we will somewhat abuse the notation and write EA = (ea, 12ψ
i, 12ψi) while using
the covariant closure condition (2.6). Once we solve the covariant closure condition and get
an appropriate 4-form J , the supervielbein in the action-integral will only involve the usual
vielbein and the gravitino fields since the action integral is defined on the spacetime manifold
M which is a θ = dθ = 0 slice of the full manifold M. In order to use the covariant closure
condition, we must know how the covariant exterior derivative acts on the supervielbein and
supercovariant objects. The covariant exterior derivative acts on the supervielbeins to give
the corresponding superspace torsion tensors as shown below4:
∇ea = −
1
2
ψ¯iγaψi ≡ t0e
a ,
∇ψi =
1
2
eaebR(Q)ba
i −
1
16
γ · T ijeaγaψj ≡ t3/2ψ
i + t1ψ
i ,
∇ψi =
1
2
eaebR(Q)bai −
1
16
γ · Tije
aγaψ
j ≡ t¯3/2ψi + t¯1ψi , (2.8)
where, following [26], we have introduced shorthands tn and t¯n for the torsion 2-forms. The
subscripts denote the Weyl weight of the covariant fields appearing in the expressions. The
covariant exterior derivative acts on the super-covariant objects as:
∇Φ ≡ (∇1 +∇1/2 + ∇¯1/2)Φ (2.9)
where,
∇1Φ = e
aDaΦ ,
4For a comprehensive treatment of N = 2 conformal supergravity in superspace, we refer the reader to [32]
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∇1/2Φ =
1
2
ψ¯k∇kΦ = δ
L
Q
(
1
2
ψ
)
Φ ,
∇¯1/2Φ =
1
2
ψ¯k∇
kΦ = δRQ
(
1
2
ψ
)
Φ ,
(2.10)
where, DaΦ is the fully super-covariant derivative of Φ and δ
(L)
Q
(
1
2ψ
)
Φ or δ
(R)
Q
(
1
2ψ
)
Φ is
either the the left or the right Q-supersymmetry transformation of Φ respectively where the
parameter has been replaced by 12ψ. The subscripts on the ∇ in the shorthand notation given
in (2.9) denotes the Weyl weight of the corresponding operators acting on Φ. With the above
definitions at hand, the covariant closure condition on J can be written as:
∇J = (t0 + t1/2 + t1 + t¯1/2 + t¯1 +∇1 +∇1/2 + ∇¯1/2)J = 0 (2.11)
In the above formalism it is easier to decompose the above covariant closure condition on J
by the number of gravitino factors contained in them and set them individually to zero. In
order to apply this formalism, one has to start with an ansatz which is basically the structure
of the term in J that contains the maximum number of gravitino. For example one may start
with the following ansatz for the structure of the highest gravitino term in J :
Jψ¯4 = ψ¯iψjψ¯kψlε
ijεklA , (2.12)
where A is a Lorentz as well as SU(2) scalar and has the required Weyl weight of +2 and
chiral weight of -2. Upon imposing the covariant closure condition, one can recover the well-
known chiral density formula along with the full supersymmetry transformations of the chiral
multiplet with A as its lowest component. In the above equation, the subscript denote the
number of right-handed gravitino it carries. In general we will decompose J as:
J =
∑
m+n+p=4
Jemψnψ¯p , (2.13)
where, m is the number of vielbein, n is the number of left-handed gravitino and p is the
number of right-handed gravitino.
Now, we will take a different route and propose the following structure for the highest
gravitino term in J :
Jeψ¯2ψ = e
aψ¯iγaψ
jψ¯kΣjmnε
kmεin ,
Jeψ2ψ¯ = e
aψ¯iγaψ
jψ¯kΣimnεkmεjn , (2.14)
The component Σijk appearing above is a spinor field which has chirality −1, chiral weight
−1/2 and Weyl weight +5/2. The other object Σijk that appears above is related to Σijk by
charge conjugation and has the opposite chirality and chiral weight but the sameWeyl weight5.
5We will be following the chiral notation whereby raising and lowering of SU(2) indices results in opposite
chiral weight and chirality but Weyl weight remains unchanged.
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Both Σijk and Σ
ijk are superconformal primary fields and transform in the 4 representation
of SU(2)-R symmetry. Let us now apply the covariant closure condition ∇J = 0 on the above
highest gravitino term. As discussed previously, the covariant closure condition, which is a
five-form, can be decomposed according to the number of gravitino 1-form it carries as shown
below:
∇J =
∑
m+n+p=5
(∇J)emψnψ¯p = 0
=⇒ (∇J)emψnψ¯p = 0 (2.15)
The individual (∇J)emψnψ¯p are typically referred to as e
mψnψ¯p Bianchi identity.
2.1 Solving the ψ¯3ψ2 Bianchi
This arises only from t0Jeψ¯2ψ and should cancel on its own. As we will show below, it indeed
cancels on its own.
t0Jeψ¯2ψ =
1
2
ψ¯ℓγaψℓψ¯iγaψ
jψ¯kΣjmnε
kmεin
= ψ¯iψℓψ¯
ℓψjψ¯kΣjmnε
kmεin = 0 (2.16)
We did a Fierz rearrangement in coming from the first line to the next line. One easy way
to see how the last line becomes zero is to understand that ψ¯iψℓ is anti-symmetric in SU(2)
indices i and ℓ and hence proportional to εiℓ. Explicitly ψ¯iψℓ =
1
2εiℓε
npψ¯nψp. Similarly ψ
ℓψj
is proportional to εℓj . Explicitly ψ¯ℓψj = 12ε
ℓjεnpψ¯
nψp. Hence ψ¯iψℓψ¯
ℓψj is proportional to
δji . Since Σijk transforms in the 4 irrep of SU(2)-R symmetry, this implies δ
j
iΣjmnε
kmεin = 0
and hence the expression in (2.16) goes to zero. Similarly one can show that the conjugate
Bianchi ψ3ψ¯2 is also automatically satisfied.
2.2 Solving the eψ¯3ψ Bianchi
This comes from ∇¯1/2Jeψ¯2ψ and t0Je2ψ¯2 . We already know what is the structure of Jeψ¯2ψ
from (2.14). By solving this Bianchi, our aim is to relate the fields appearing in Je2ψ¯2 to the
supersymmetry transformation of Σijk. We will also see that some fields appearing in the
supersymmetry transformation of Σijk will be constrained. In order to solve this Bianchi, let
us define:
(∇¯ℓγbcΣjmn)5 = ε
ℓpAbcjmnp , ∇¯
pγbcΣmnp = Bbcmn ,
(∇¯ℓΣjmn)5 = ε
ℓpCjmnp , ∇¯
pΣmnp = Dmn . (2.17)
In terms of the above defined irreps of SU(2)-R symmetry, the full decompositions of the
operator ∇¯ℓ acting on Σijk takes the following form:
∇¯ℓγbcΣjmn = ε
ℓpAbcjmnp +
3
4
δℓ(jBbcmn) ,
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∇¯ℓΣjmn = ε
ℓpCjmnp +
3
4
δℓ(jDmn) . (2.18)
And hence, in terms of the fields defined above, the right supersymmetry transformation of
Σijk takes the following form:
δRQΣijk = ǫ¯ℓ∇
ℓΣijk
= −
1
2
∇¯ℓΣijkǫ
ℓ +
1
8
∇¯ℓγabΣijkγ
abǫℓ
= −
1
2
εℓmCijkmǫℓ −
3
8
D(ijǫk) +
1
8
εℓmAabijkmγ
abǫℓ +
3
32
Bab(ijγ
abǫk) . (2.19)
In terms of the above fields, ∇¯1/2Jeψ¯2ψ takes the following form:
∇¯1/2Jeψ¯2ψ = −
1
8
t0
(
eaeb
)
ψ¯iγabψjDkℓε
ikεjℓ
+
1
16
eaψ¯iγaψ
jψ¯kγbcψℓA
bc
jmnpε
kmεinεℓp
−
1
64
t0
(
eaeb
)
ψ¯iγabγcdψjB
cd
kℓε
ikεjℓ . (2.20)
It is clear that the first and third expressions above are t0 exact and hence it will cancel if
we take the t0 operation on the following Je2ψ¯2 :
Je2ψ¯2 =
1
8
eaebψ¯iγabψjDkℓε
ikεjℓ +
1
64
eaebψ¯iγabγcdψjB
cd
kℓε
ikεjℓ . (2.21)
The second term is not t0 exact and will only vanish if we have the following constraint
Abcjmnp = 0 . (2.22)
The conjugate eψ3ψ¯ Bianchi will give the constraint Ajmnpbc = 0, where A
jmnp
bc appears in the
left supersymmetry transformation of Σijk as shown below:
(∇¯ℓγbcΣ
jmn)5 = εℓpA
jmnp
bc . (2.23)
However this constraint is automatically satisfied becauseAjmnpbc = (Abcjmnp)
∗. The conjugate
Bianchi will also give the hermitian conjugate of Je2ψ¯2 which is:
Je2ψ2 =
1
8
eaebψ¯iγabψ
jDklεikεjl +
1
64
eaebψ¯iγabγcdψ
jBcdklεikεjl . (2.24)
2.3 Solving the eψ¯2ψ2 Bianchi
This arises from ∇1/2Jeψ¯2ψ, its hermitian conjugate ∇¯1/2Jeψ2ψ¯ and t0Je2ψψ¯. By analyzing this
Bianchi, we hope to obtain Je2ψψ¯ which will contain fields appearing in the left supersymmetry
transformation of Σijk. Along with that we will also obtain constraints on some of the fields
appearing in the left supersymmetry transformation of Σijk. For this purpose, let us define:
∇¯(iγ
bΣjkℓ) = H
b
ijkℓ , ε
pq∇pγ
bΣqmn = G
b
mn . (2.25)
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In terms of the above mentioned fields, the left-supersymmetry transformation of Σijk be-
comes:
δLQΣijk = ǫ¯
ℓ∇ℓΣijk
= −
1
2
∇¯ℓγ
bΣijkγbǫ
ℓ
= −
1
2
Hbijkℓγbǫ
ℓ −
3
8
εℓ(iG
b
jk)γbǫ
ℓ . (2.26)
And we get:
∇1/2Jeψ¯2ψ = −
1
4
eaψ¯iγaψ
jψ¯kγbψ
ℓHbℓjmnε
kmεin
+
3
32
t0(e
aeb)ψ¯jγabγcψkG
c
jℓε
kℓ
−
1
32
t0(e
aeb)ψ¯jγcγabψkG
c
jℓε
kℓ . (2.27)
The Hermitian conjugate of the above expression is:
∇¯1/2Jeψ2ψ¯ = −
1
4
eaψ¯jγaψ
iψ¯ℓγbψ
kHbℓjmnεkmεin
−
3
32
t0(e
aeb)ψ¯kγcγabψjG
cjℓεkℓ
+
1
32
t0(e
aeb)ψ¯kγabγcψjG
cjℓεkℓ . (2.28)
The first expressions in the above two equations have the same structure and they are also
not t0 exact. Hence, they have to cancel among themselves and that can only happen if the
following constraint is satisfied:
Hbℓjmn = −εℓpεjqεmrεnsHbpqrs . (2.29)
The second and third expressions are t0 exact and will cancel by taking t0 operation on the
following Je2ψψ¯:
Je2ψ¯ψ = −
3
32
eaebψ¯jγabγcψkG
c
jℓε
kℓ
+
1
32
eaebψ¯jγcγabψkG
c
jℓε
kℓ + h.c . (2.30)
2.4 Solving the remaining Bianchi and the final invariant density formula
The remaining Bianchi that are to be solved are respectively e2ψ3, e2ψ2ψ¯, e3ψ2, e3ψ¯ψ, e4ψ
and their conjugates. However, it must be clear from the previous analyses that the Bianchi
such as e2ψ3, e3ψ2, e4ψ and their conjugates will give rise to constraints and will not yield a
new term in the four-form J . Where-as the Bianchi such as e2ψ2ψ¯, its conjugate and e3ψ¯ψ
would give rise to constraints as well as yield new contributions to the four form J which
would be of the form Je3ψ and its conjugate as well as Je4 . However, the constraints that
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we would get from these Bianchi will not be independent ones. These constraints would be
satisfied as a result of the earlier constraints (2.22, 2.29) and closure of the supersymmetry
algebra. This can be argued using a standard argument in superspace based on the Bianchi
identity of the Bianchi identity (See appendix B.2 of [26]). We will revisit this argument in
appendix-C.
Upon solving the e2ψ¯2ψ Bianchi, we would obtain the Je3ψ¯ contribution to the four-form
J which is as follows:
Je3ψ¯ =
1
3
eaebecψ¯iΥ
d
jε
ijεabcd +
1
3
eaebecψ¯iγ
dΨjε
ijεabcd , (2.31)
where,
Υbi = −
1
32
γaσabi
Ψi = −
3
64
γaζai +
1
64
γbβbi . (2.32)
The components appearing above are related to the supersymmetry transformation of the
components that appeared before as follows:
δLQBabij = ǫ¯
k∇kBabij = ǫ¯
kλabijk +
2
3
εk(iǫ¯
kσabj)
δRQGcij = ǫ¯k∇
kGcij = ε
klǫ¯kξcijl −
2
3
ǫ¯(iζcj)
δRQG¯cij = ǫ¯k∇
kG¯cij = ε
klǫ¯kαcijl −
2
3
ǫ¯(iβcj) . (2.33)
We have defined G¯cij as:
G¯cij = εikεjlG
kl
c . (2.34)
The conjugate e2ψ2ψ¯ Bianchi will give rise to the conjugate Je3ψ. And finally the e
3ψψ¯
Bianchi will give rise to the following:
Je4 = −
1
24
eaebecedFεabcd + h.c , (2.35)
where, F appears as the Lorentz invariant and SU(2) invariant component in the supersym-
metry transformation of Ψi as:
δLQΨj = −
1
2
Qkjǫ
k −
1
2
εkjFǫ
k +
1
8
γabP
ab
kj ǫ
k +
1
8
γabR
abǫkεkj . (2.36)
All the supercovariant terms will be contained in Je4 . Using the above results, our final
invariant action takes the following form:
S =
∫
Ld4x , (2.37)
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where the Lagrangian density L is given by the density formula:
e−1L = −iF + 2iψ¯aiΥ
a
j ε
ij + 2iψ¯aiγ
aΨjε
ij +
3i
16
ψ¯jaγ
abγcψbkGcjlε
kl +
i
16
ψ¯jaγ
cγabψbkGcjlε
kl
−
i
4
ψ¯iaγ
abψjbD
klεikεjl −
i
32
ψ¯iaγ
abγcdψjbB
kl
cdεikεjl − iε
abcdψ¯aiγbψ
j
c ψ¯dkΣjmnε
kmεin + h.c .
(2.38)
Our basic building block in the above density formula is Σijk which satisfies the properties
as explained below (2.14) and also the constraints (2.22, 2.29). The other components of
the above density formula are found by taking consecutive supersymmetry transformations of
Σijk. The components transform among themselves under S-supersymmetry as shown below:
δSΣijk = 0
δSDij = 4η¯
kΣijk
δSBabij = 8η¯
kγabΣijk
δSGaij = 8η¯kγaΣlijε
kl
δSΥdj =
1
16
γabBabjkγdηlε
kl −
3
8
Gdjkη
k +
1
8
Ggjkγdgη
k
δSΨj = −
3
4
Djkηlε
kl −
3
16
γaGa
lmεjlεkmη
k +
3
16
γaGajkη
k
δSF = 8η¯iΨjε
ij (2.39)
We are interested in using the above density formula in obtaining invariant action of some
known multiplets in N = 2 conformal supergravity. It seems that we can embed the 24+24
component real scalar multiplet of [1] in the above density formula to obtain an invariant
action for the real scalar multiplet. It is also known from [1] that upon imposing suitable
constraints on the real scalar multiplet one can embed the 8+8 component tensor multiplet
in the 24+24 component real scalar multiplet. We will further use this embedding of tensor
multiplet in the real scalar multiplet to get a new invariant action for the tensor multiplet
coupled to N = 2 conformal supergravity.
In the next section, we will discuss the real scalar multiplet, its components and their
supersymmetry transformation laws. We will also discuss the embedding of the tensor mul-
tiplet in the real scalar multiplet. In the subsequent section we will embed the real scalar
multiplet into the density formula obtained in this section to get an invariant action for the
real scalar multiplet. We will further use the embedding of the 8+8 component tensor mul-
tiplet to obtain a new higher derivative coupling of the tensor multiplet to N = 2 conformal
supergravity.
3 Real scalar multiplet
The real scalar multiplet is a 24+24 component N = 2 matter multiplet that was originally
found in flat space [13] in an attempt to understand off-shell formulation of N = 2 hyper-
multiplet. This multiplet was extended to N = 2 conformal supergravity in [1]. Further, in
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Table 1. Field content of the N = 2 Real Scalar multiplet
Field
SU(2)
Irreps
Restrictions
Weyl
weight (w)
Chiral
weight (c)
φ 1 Real 1 0
Eij 3 Complex 1 -1
Saij 3
(Sa
i
j)
∗ ≡ Sai
j =
−Sa
j
i
1 0
Cijkl 5
Cijkl ≡ (Cijkl)
∗ =
εipεjqεkrεlsCpqrs
2 0
Λi 2 γ5Λi = Λi 1/2 1/2
Ξijk 4 γ5Ξijk = Ξijk 3/2 -1/2
[1], a consistent set of constraints was found to restrict the real scalar multiplet to an 8 + 8
restricted real scalar multiplet. This restricted real scalar multiplet was shown to admit an
embedding of the 8 + 8 tensor multiplet. We will review the results from [1] briefly in this
section.
Field content of the multiplet is given in Table-1. All the field components are invariant
under special conformal transformations or K-transformation. Their Q and S transformation
are given below6.
δφ = −
φ
2
ǫ¯iΛi + h.c. ,
δΛi = −2/Pǫi −
(
/S
i
jǫ
j + 2εikεjlǫjElk
)
−
1
2
Λ¯iΛjǫj −
1
4
Λ¯jγaΛjγ
aǫi +
1
8
Λ¯iγabΛ
jγabǫj
− 2ηi ,
δSa
i
j = ǫ¯jγaχ
i +
2
3
ǫ¯jγa /DΛ
i − 2ǫ¯jDaΛ
i −
1
3
εliεnk ǫ¯nγaΞljk +
1
24
ǫ¯jγaγ.T
−Λkε
ik
−
1
3
ǫ¯jγaΛkElmε
ilεkm −
2
3
ǫ¯iγa/S
k
jΛk −
1
2
ǫ¯i/S
k
jγaΛk +
1
2
ǫ¯kγa/S
i
jΛk −
2
3
ǫ¯iγa /PΛj
− ǫ¯i /PγaΛj −
1
24
Λ¯iΛk ǫ¯jγaΛk −
1
32
Λ¯iγbcΛ
k ǫ¯jγ
bcγaΛk − (h.c.;traceless) ,
δEij = 2ǫ¯
(lχk)εikεjl −
2
3
ǫ¯(l /DΛk)εikεjl +
1
3
ǫ¯kΞijk −
1
12
ǫ¯kγ.T−Λ(iεj)k +
2
3
ǫ¯kΛ(iEj)k
− 2ǫ¯(iΛ
kEj)k −
2
3
ǫ¯kΛkEij + ǫ¯kΛ
kEij −
1
3
ǫ¯(l/S
m)
kΛ
kεilεjm −
2
3
ǫ¯(k /PΛl)εikεjl
−
1
12
ǫ¯(lγaΛ
k)Λ¯mγaΛmεilεjk ,
6We have corrected some minor typos/omissions in the original paper [1]. The coefficient of
Λ¯lΛm /DΛ(iεj|l|εk)m in Γijk has been corrected and the term −
1
16
Λ¯pγabΛqγabΞ
lmnεpqεilεjmεkn which was miss-
ing in Γijkhas been added.
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δΞijk =
3
2
ǫmnǫlp
[
DaS
al
(iδ
n
j δ
p
k) − 2γ
abDaSb
l
(iδ
n
j δ
p
k) − γ.R(V )
l
(iδ
n
j δ
p
k)
]
ǫm + 6 /DE(ijǫk)
− Cijklǫ
l − 6ElnEm(iεj|l|εk)nǫ
m − 6/PE(ijǫk) + 3/S
m
(iEjk)ǫm − 6/S
m
(iEj|m|ǫk)
+ 3Sam(iS
bn
jεk)mεlnγabǫ
l + 3P aSa
l
(iεj|l|εk)mǫ
m −
3
4
γ.T−Elmǫnε(i|l|εj|m|εk)n
+ Λ¯lγa /DΛ
mγaǫ(iεj|l|εk)m +
1
4
Λ¯l /DΛ(iǫ
mεj|l|εk)m −
3
8
Λ¯l /DγabΛ(iγ
abǫmεj|l|εk)m
−
1
4
Λ¯(i /DΛ
lǫmεj|l|εk)m +
1
8
Λ¯(iγab /DΛ
lγabǫmεj|l|εk)m −
3
2
Λ¯(iR(Q)ab
lγabǫmεj|l|εk)m
+
1
2
Λ¯pΞlmnǫqεilεjmεknεpq −
1
2
Λ¯(mΞnp)lǫqεimεjnεkpεlq −
1
8
Λ¯lγabΞijkγ
abǫl
− Λ¯(iΞjk)lǫ
l +
1
8
Λ¯(iγabΞjk)lγ
abǫl −
1
2
Λ¯lγaΞijkγ
aǫl + Λ¯
lγaΞl(ijγ
aǫk)
−
3
2
Λ¯(iχ
lǫmεj|l|εk)m −
3
2
Λ¯(iγabχ
lγabǫmεj|l|εk)m +
3
2
Λ¯lχ(iǫ
mεj|l|εk)m
− 3Λ¯lγaχ
mγaǫ(iεj|l|εk)m +
1
4
εl(kΛ¯iΛj)γ.T
−ǫl −
1
8
εl(kΛ¯
lγaΛiγ.T
−γaǫj)
+
1
2
Λ¯(lΛmEn)pǫqεilεjmεknεpq −
1
2
Λ¯pΛ(lEmn)ǫqεilεjmεknεpq +
1
2
Λ¯lΛ(iEjk)ǫ
l
−
1
2
Λ¯(iΛjEk)lǫ
l +
1
4
Λ¯lγabΛ(iEjk)γ
abǫl +
1
4
Λ¯lγaΛlγ
aǫ(iEjk) − Λ¯
lγaΛ(iγ
aǫjEk)l
−
1
2
Λ¯l/S
n
lΛ(iǫ
mεj|n|εk)m +
1
4
ε(i|n|εj|m|Λ¯
l/S
n
k)Λlǫ
m −
1
8
Λ¯l/S
n
lγabΛ(iγ
abǫmεj|n|εk)m
+
3
16
ε(i|n|εj|m|Λ¯
l/S
n
k)γ
abΛlγabǫ
m +
1
2
Λ¯nΛm/S
l
(iǫjεk)mεnl +
1
2
Λ¯l /PΛ(iǫ
mεj|l|εk)m
+
1
16
Λ¯lγabΛ
m/S
n
(iγ
abǫjεk)nεlm +
1
2
Λ¯l /PγabΛ(iγ
abǫmεj|l|εk)m + Λ¯
lΛm /Pǫ(iεj|l|εk)m
+
1
8
Λ¯mΛnΛ¯lγaΛlγ
aǫ(iεj|m|εk)n −
1
16
Λ¯lΛmΛ¯nγabΛ(iγ
abǫnεj|l|εk)m ,
δCijkl = ǫ¯(iΓjkl) + εipεjqεkrεlsǫ¯
(pΓqrs) + (ǫ¯mΛ
m + ǫ¯mΛm)Cijkl . (3.1)
where we have defined Pa = φ
−1Daφ and Γijk is given as follows.
Γijk = −2 /DΞijk − 3DaS
an
(iΛ
mεj|n|εk)m + 6 /DE(ijΛk) − 2CijklΛ
l + 2 /DΛ(iEjk)
+ 2DaΛ
lSan(iεj|n|εk)l − 2γ
abDaΛ
lSb
n
(iεj|n|εk)l − 4Ξ
lmnEl(iεj|m|εk)n + 2/S
l
(iΞjk)l
+ 12χ(iEjk) − 6/S
l
(iχ
mεj|l|εk)m − 4/PE(ijΛk) − 4PaS
an
(iεj|n|εk)lΛ
l
− 2Paγ
abSb
n
(iεj|n|εk)lΛ
l − 2/S
l
(iEjk)Λl − 2/S
l
(iEj|l|Λk) − 4E(ijεk)mεlnE
mnΛl
+ 12ε(i|m|εj|n|Ek)lE
mnΛl + Sa
m
(iS
an
jεk)mεlnΛ
l + γabS
am
(iS
bn
jεk)mεlnΛ
l
+
1
2
γ · T+E(ijεk)lΛ
l +
1
4
/S
l
(iγ · T
−Λjεk)l +
1
4
Λ¯lΛm /DΛ(iεj|l|εk)m
+
5
4
Λ¯lγaΛ(iεj|l|εk)mDaΛ
m +
5
16
Λ¯lγbcγaΛ(iεj|l|εk)mγbcDaΛ
m
+
3
2
Λ¯lΛmχ(iεj|l|εk)m −
3
2
Λ¯lγaΛ(iεj|l|εk)mγaχ
m +
1
2
Λ¯qΛ(pΞml)nεipεjmεklεqn
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−
1
16
Λ¯pγabΛqγabΞ
lmnεpqεilεjmεkn +
1
2
Λ¯lγaΛ(iγ
aΞjk)l +
3
2
Λ¯lΛm /PΛ(iεj|l|εk)m
−
1
4
Λ¯lΛm/S
n
(iεj|n|εk)mΛl −
1
32
εmnΛ¯
mγabΛnγab/S
l
(iΛjεk)l −
1
2
Λ¯lΛ(mEpq)Λnεipεjqεkmεln
− Λ¯(iΛjEk)lΛ
l − Λ¯lΛ(iEjk)Λ
l +
1
8
Λ¯lΛmΛ¯nγaΛnγ
aΛ(iεj|l|εk)m . (3.2)
It is possible to reduce this multiplet to a restricted real scalar multiplet, by imposing a
consistent set of constraints. In general the field Eij is a complex scalar field with chiral
weight −1. Due to its non zero chiral weight, one can not demand it to satisfy a reality
condition. However we can demand:
Eij = e
−iσ/2Lij (3.3)
where σ is a real scalar field with Weyl weight 0 and Lij is a triplet of scalars with Weyl
weight +1 which satisfy the pseudo reality condition Lij = εikεjlLkl.
Let us define, E¯ij = εikεjlE
kl. We can then put the above demand in the form of a
constraint:
E¯ij − e
iσEij = 0 (3.4)
This constraint reduces the six off-shell degrees of freedom present in Eij to four. Other
constraints are obtained by supersymmetry transformation of the above constraint, and there
exist 16+ 16 consistent set of constraints which reduce the 24+24 real scalar multiplet to an
8+8 restricted real scalar multiplet. The precise form of the constraints will not be reviewed
here. However, the gauge invariant objects of the 8 + 8 tensor multiplet can be embedded in
this 8 + 8 real scalar multiplet. We present the precise embedding below.
φ4 = L2 ,
Λi = −2L−2Lijϕj ,
Eij = L
−4LijL
klϕ¯kϕl − L
−2G¯Lij ,
Sa
i
j = 2L
−2HaL
ikεkj + 4L
−4LikLjmϕ¯
mγaϕk − L
−2ϕ¯iγaϕj −
1
2
L−2δijϕ¯
mγaϕm ,
+ L−2
(
LikDaLjk − LjkDaL
ik
)
,
Ξijk = −24L
−6Lmnϕ¯mϕnL(ijLk)lϕ
l + 6L−4ϕ¯lϕ(iLjk)ϕ
l − 6L−4Llm /DLl(iLjk)ϕm
+ 6L−4Lmn /HϕnL(ijεk)m + 12L
−4G¯L(ijLk)lϕ
l + 6L−2 /Dϕ(iLjk)
+ 18L−2L(ijLk)lχ
l −
3
4
L−2γ · T−ϕlL(ijεk)l ,
Cijkl = −18L
−2DL(ijLkl) + 6L
−4GG¯L(ijLkl) + 6L
−4HaHaL(ijLkl)
− 12L−4HaDaL
mnεm(iLjkLl)n − 6L
−2DaD
aL(ijLkl) + 6L
−4LmnDaLmnD
aL(ijLkl)
− 3L−2DaLmnDaLmnL(ijLkl) − 9L
−2χ¯mϕnL(ijεk|m|εl)n − 36L
−4χ¯mϕnL(ijLk|m|Ll)n
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− 36L−4Lmnχ¯mϕnL(ijLkl) + 9L
−2χ¯(iϕjLkl) + 6L
−4Gϕ¯(iϕjLkl)
− 18L−6GLmnϕ¯mϕnL(ijLkl) + 6L
−6G¯Lmnϕ¯
mϕnL(ijLkl) − 6L
−4G¯ϕ¯mϕnL(ijεk|m|εl)n
− 24L−6G¯ϕ¯mϕnL(ijLk|m|Ll)n − 6L
−4ϕ¯mγaϕ(iLjkDaLl)m
+ 36L−6ϕ¯mγaϕnL
nsDaLs(iLjkLl)m − 6L
−4ϕ¯mγaϕmDaL(ijLkl)
+ 6L−4ϕ¯m /Hϕ(iLjkεl)m − 36L
−6ϕ¯m /HϕnL
nsL(ijLk|m|εl)s
− 12L−4Lstϕs /Dϕ
mL(ijεk|t|εl)m − 12L
−4ϕ¯m /Dϕ(iLjkLl)m
+
3
4
L−4εmnϕ¯
mγ · T−ϕnL(ijLkl) +
3
4
L−4εmnϕ¯mγ · T
+ϕnL(ijLkl)
− 36L−6ϕ¯mϕnϕ¯mϕnL(ijLkl) − 36L
−6Lmnϕ¯
mϕnϕ¯(iϕjLkl) + 36L
−6ϕ¯mϕnϕ¯mϕ(iLjkLl)n
+ 90L−8Lmnϕ¯mϕnLstϕ¯
sϕtL(ijLkl) , (3.5)
When the real scalar multiplet fields are expressed in terms of the 8 + 8 tensor multiplet
fields as given above, one can verify that they obey the 16+16 set of constraints given in [1].
We will show in the next section that the 24 + 24 real scalar multiplet can be embedded into
the density formula presented in the previous section, thereby allowing us to construct a new
action for the tensor multiplet in N = 2 conformal supergravity.
4 Invariant action for the real scalar multiplet
In order to apply the density formula obtained in section-2 for obtaining the invariant action
for the real scalar multiplet, we need to find a suitable combination of the fields belonging to
the real scalar multiplet that has all the properties satisfied by Σijk which is the block that
appears in the density formula with the maximum number of gravitino (2.14). It turns out
that the following choice can be made:
Σijk = iΓijk + 4iCijkℓΛ
ℓ , (4.1)
where, Γijk is defined in (3.2). Upon taking the supersymmetry transformations of Σijk up to
terms that are quadratic in fermions, we obtain the following expressions for Aabijkl and H
a
ijkl:
Haijkl = −4iD
aCijkl + 8iP
aCijkl + 8iS
am
(iCjkl)m − 2iΛ¯(iγ
a /DΞjkl)
+ 2iΛ¯pγa /DΞstuεs(iεj|t|εk|u|εl)p
Aabijkl = 0 . (4.2)
Without explicitly evaluating the remaining terms, we can argue that they indeed obey the
constraints (2.22, 2.29). Firstly, it is clear that the above expressions obey the constraints. It
turns out that they are also S-invariant. This follows from the closure of the supersymmetry
algebra, in particular [δQ, δS ] on Σijk.
Secondly, any term that are cubic in fermions in Haijkl and A
ab
ijkl has to necessarily con-
tain a bare Λi or Λi which transforms under S-supersymmetry to a bare S-supersymmetry
parameter (3.1). Hence, such a term would be related by S-supersymmetry to terms that are
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quadratic in fermions and would automatically satisfy the constraints because the terms that
are quadratic in fermions already satisfy the constraints. Similarly terms that are quartic
in fermions would be related to the terms cubic in fermions by S-supersymmetry and hence
they would also satisfy the constraints. As a result, we can argue that the constraints are
completely satisfied without actually evaluating all the terms.
Alternatively one can also see that the constraints are satisfied as a result of the closure of
supersymmetry algebra on the Cijkl component of the real scalar multiplet. The closure also
gives some more constraints apart from the constraints required by the density formula. For
example, we find that the embedding of the real scalar multiplet into the abstract multiplet
constituting the density formula would also satisfy the following constraint:
G¯aij ≡ εikεjlG
akl = −Gaij , (4.3)
where, Gaij is the S-invariant combination:
Gaij ≡ G
a
ij + 4Λ¯kγ
aΣlijε
kl . (4.4)
This is expected since the real scalar multiplet is smaller than the abstract multiplet consti-
tuting the density formula. However, it serves as a consistency check on our calculations.
We are interested in giving the final action that contains only bosonic terms. Hence, we
will adopt the following minimalistic route. From Σijk given in (4.1), we will obtain G
a
ij up
to terms quadratic in fermions using (2.26). Following this, we will obtain Ψi up to terms
linear in fermions using (2.32) and (2.33). And subsequently we obtain the bosonic F using
(2.36), which will give us the Lagrangian density L (2.38). In order to avoid cluttering, we
give the final result for bosonic L. We perform some integration by parts thereby generating
some bare K-gauge field. We will present all the intermediate results in appendix-B.
e−1L = −
160
9
DaE
ijDaEij +
4
3
DaT−acD
bT+bc −
7
9
DaS
ai
jDbS
bj
i + 3DaSb
i
jD
bSaji
+ 24D2 +
4
9
CijklC
ijkl − 4R(V )ab
i
jR(V )
abj
i +
80
3
EijDaE
jkSaik
+
67
24
SaijS
bj
kDaSb
k
i +
41
12
DaE
ijSbijT
−ab −
5
4
EijDaSbijT
−ab
+
56
9
P bSb
i
jD
aSa
j
i −
8
3
PbSa
i
jD
aSbj i +
320
9
P aEijDaE
ij
+
8
3
P aT+acDbT
−bc + 5Sa
i
jSb
j
kR(V )
abk
i +
5
3
R(V )ij · T
−Eij
−
1
3
Sa
ijSaklCijkl +
16
3
CijklEijE¯kl −
13
2
DSa
i
jS
aj
i − 3fa
aSb
i
jS
bj
i
−
10
3
fabSa
i
jSb
j
i +
56
9
P aP bSa
i
jSb
j
i +
4
3
P aPaSb
i
jS
bj
i −
160
9
P aPaEijE
ij
+
4
3
PaPbT
−acT+bc +
20
9
P aSa
i
jEikE
jk −
41
12
PaSbijE
ijT−ab
+
188
9
EmnEmnE
klEkl −
184
9
EmnEmkE
klEln +
2
3
T+ · T+E¯mnEmn
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+
17
6
SamnS
aklEklE
mn +
13
6
EmnEmnS
aklSakl +
2
3
SaklSamnS
bmnSbkl
−
5
6
SamnSamnS
bklSbkl +
55
6
T−abSalmS
bl
nE
mn −
47
36
SamnSbmnT
−
acT
+
b
c + h.c (4.5)
In the above equation, we have used the following definition:
E¯ij ≡ εikεjlE
kl , E¯ij ≡ εikεjlEkl
Saij ≡ Sa
k
iεkj , S
ij
a ≡ ε
ikεjlSakl
R(V )abij = R(V )ab
k
iεkj (4.6)
5 New higher derivative coupling of tensor multiplet in N = 2 conformal
supergravity
In this section we will use the embedding of the tensor multiplet in real scalar multiplet (3.5)
and the invariant action for the real scalar multiplet (4.5) to obtain new higher derivative
action for the tensor multiplet in N = 2 conformal supergravity. The bosonic terms in the
action are:
e−1L =
1
4
L−2T+ · T+G¯2 −
4
3
L−2T−acT
+
b
cHaHb − 16L−2DGG¯−
16
3
L−2GG¯R
− 2L−2(HaHa)D −
5
3
L−2R(HaHa)
2 +
5
2
L−2HaHbR
ab −
5
8
L−2G¯LijR(V )ij · T
−
−
41
16
L−2DaG¯HbT
−ab +
15
16
L−2G¯DaHbT
−ab + 45D2 +
3
2
R(V )ab
ijR(V )abij
+
1
2
DaT−acD
bT+bc −
20
3
L−2DaGD
aG¯−
9
2
L−2DaHbD
bHa −
41
16
L−2DaGHbT
−ab
+
15
16
L−2GDaHbT
−ab + 16L−4(GG¯)2 + L−4(HaHa)
2 +
43
2
L−4(HaHa)(GG¯)
+
1
2
L−1DaLT+acDbT
−ac + 11L−3DaHbH
aDbL+ 32L−3HaDbHaD
bL
+ 52L−3DaL(DaG)G¯+
93
32
L−3GHbDaLT
−ab + 9L−4εikD
bHaDaL
ijDbL
klLjl
−
317
32
L−2HaDbL
ijR(V )abij +
317
32
L−3HaDbLL
ijR(V )abij + 16L
−2DaLijDaLijD
− 26L−2DaLD
aLD + 24L−2DaLijLijD −
15
4
L−2DaL
imDbLkmR(V )ab
k
i
+
5
4
L−2RabDaLijDbL
ij −
5
4
L−2RabDaLDbL+
1
6
L−2RDaLijD
aLij
−
1
6
L−2RDaLDaL−
83
8
L−4GεikDaL
ijDbL
klLjlT
−ab −
47
48
L−4DaLijDbL
ijT−acT+bc
+
53
48
L−4L−4HaHbDaLDbLT
−acT+bc −
67
16
L−4εikD
aLijDbL
klLjlDaHb
−
37
96
L−4HaHbDaLDbL− 23L
−4LklHaHaDbLD
bL−
667
192
L−4HaHbDaLijDbL
ij
−
13
2
L−4HaHaDbLijD
bLij − 6L−4HaHaD
2LijL
ij −
1643
24
L−4GG¯DaLD
aL
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+
323
24
L−4GG¯DaLmnD
aLmn − 16L−4GG¯LijD
2Lij
+
313
48
L−5Ha(DbL)εilL
ijDaLjkDbL
kl −
7
3
L−4HaεilL
ijDaLjkD
2Lkl
+
43
12
L−2D2LijD2Lij +
9
4
L−4DaDbLijD
bDaLij −
9
4
L−4DaDbL
ijLijD
bDaLklLkl
+
29
12
L−4D2LijLijD
2LklLkl −
32
3
L−3L−3DaLDaL
ijD2Lij +
13
6
L−5DaLDaLL
ijD2Lij
+
37
8
D2LijL
ijDaLklD
aLkl +
26
3
L−4DaLDbLD
aDbLijL
ij
−
211
32
L−4DaDbL
ijLijD
aLklDbLkl + 9L
−4DaDbL
ijDaLikLjlD
bLkl
−
67
16
L−4LijDaLikD
bLjlDaDbL
kl +
233
96
L−3DaLijDbLD
aDbLDaDbLij
+
67
32
L−3DbLijDaLD
aDbLij +
43
24
L−4DaLD
aLDbLijD
bLij
+
793
96
L−4DaLDbLD
aLijDbLij −
37
3
L−4DaLDaLD
bLDbL
−
5
32
L−4DaLijD
aLijDbLklD
bLkl −
35
32
L−4DaLijDbLijDaL
klDbLkl + h.c . (5.1)
To bring the action in this form we replaced the dependent K-gauge field fa
b as shown below:
fa
b =
1
2
Ra
b −
1
4
(D +
1
3
R)δa
b −
i
2
R˜(A)a
b +
1
8
T−acT
+bc , (5.2)
where,
Ra
b ≡ (R(M)|f=0)ac
bc ,
R ≡ Ra
a . (5.3)
The first of the above equations means that we first set f = 0 in the expression for the
supercovariant curvatureR(M)ab
cd and then take the contraction between the Lorentz indices.
If we confine ourselves to the bosonic background and upon using the gauge fixing condition
for special conformal transformation (bµ = 0), the Ra
b and R becomes the standard Ricci
tensor and Ricci scalar respectively.
6 Conclusions and Future Directions
Matter multiplets play an important role in the superconformal approach for constructing
off-shell supergravity theories. They are commonly used as compensators in gauge fixing
the additional symmetries present in conformal supergravity to get the physical Poincare´
supergravity. They can also be added as extra matter multiplets in the supergravity theories.
Hence the study of various matter multiplets and their coupling to conformal supergravity
plays an important role in the construction of higher derivative invariants in supergravity
theories using the superconformal approach. The matter multiplets that play an important
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role in the construction of N = 2 supergravity theories are vector multiplet, tensor multiplet,
non linear multiplet or hypermultiplet. For the construction of off-shell N = 2 supergravity
theories typically vector multiplet and either non-linear or tensor multiplets are used as
compensators. The coupling of tensor multiplet to conformal supergravity has been discussed
earlier in the literature either using the linear-vector density formula or chiral density formula
[16, 33]. In this paper, we have discussed an alternate density formula based on a fermionic
multiplet whose lowest component is dimension-5/2 spinor transforming in the 4 irrep of the
underlying SU(2)-R symmetry and is a superconformal primary field. We arrived at this
density formula using the covariant superform approach which was discussed in details in [26]
for constructing an invariant action for N = 4 conformal supergravity. Using the new density
formula, we followed a series of steps to construct a new higher derivative coupling of the
tensor multiplet to conformal supergravity. Analogous new linear multiplet actions higher
order in derivatives was found in six dimensions [34]. It seems plausible that the tensor
multiplet action (5.1) that we have obtained may be related to the six dimensional result by a
dimensional reduction, although it might be a non trivial exercise to establish this connection.
Tensor multiplets can be used as a compensating multiplet to go from conformal supergravity
to Poincare´ supergravity and hence the results of this paper will induce new higher derivative
corrections to Poincare´ supergravity that were not present in the earlier literature. Higher
derivative corrections to supergravity play an important role in the discussion of black hole
entropy and its matching with the microscopic results originating from string theory. It would
be interesting to see what are the implications of the results of this paper on the study of
black hole entropy. Study of tensor multiplets as a matter multiplet instead of compensating
multiplet is also important as has been discussed in [35]. It would be interesting to see the
effect of the new higher derivative couplings on the results of [35]. We would also like to
see if the applicability of the new density formula can be taken beyond real scalar multiplet
and tensor multiplet to find new higher derivative actions for other multiplets, for e.g vector
multiplet or non linear multiplet.
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A N = 2 conformal supegravity in four dimensions
In N = 2 conformal supergravity in four dimensions, the standard Weyl multiplet has 24+24
off-shell degrees of freedom with the field content described in Table-2. The fields Vµ
i
j and Aµ
are the gauge fields corresponding to the SU(2)R × U(1)R R-symmetry which is a necessary
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Table 2. Field content of the N = 2 Weyl multiplet
Field
SU(2)
Irreps
Restrictions
Weyl
weight (w)
Chiral
weight (c)
eµ
a 1 Vielbein -1 0
Vµ
i
j 3
(Vµ
i
j)
∗ ≡ Vµi
j =
−Vµ
j
i SU(2)R
gauge field
0 0
Aµ 1 U(1)R gauge field 0 0
bµ 1
dilatation gauge
field
0 0
T−ab 1
Anti self-dual i.e
T−ab =
−12εabcdT
−cd
1 -1
D 1 Real 2 0
ψµ
i 2 γ5ψµ
i = ψµ
i -1/2 -1/2
χi 2 γ5χ
i = χi 3/2 -1/2
feature of the SU(2, 2|2) superconformal algebra. Fields form irreps under this SU(2)R and
we will follow the chiral convention where raising or lowering the SU(2)R indices is achieved
by complex conjugation and reverses the chirality of the fermions as well as the chiral weight
of the corresponding fields. Weyl weight and chiral weight denote the weights with which the
fields transform under dilatation and U(1)R symmetries respectively.
The superconformal algebra contains two types of supersymmetries, Q and S supersym-
metries. The field ψiµ is the gauge field corresponding to Q-supersymmetry. The field φ
i
µ
is the gauge field for S supersymmetry and it is a dependent gauge field due to constraints
imposed on superconformal curvature to obtain a minimal representation of the supercon-
formal algebra. The gauge fields for local rotations and conformal boosts, ωabµ and f
a
µ also
occur as dependent gauge fields. In N = 2 conformal supergravity in four dimensions, the
conventional set of constraints are given by,
Rµν(P )
a = 0 ,
γµRµν(Q)
i +
3
2
γνχ
i = 0 ,
eνbRµν(M)a
b − iR˜µa(A) +
1
4
T+abT
−
µ
b −
3
2
Deµa = 0 , (A.1)
where R(P ), R(M), R(A) and R(Q) are curvatures corresponding to local translation, local
rotation, U(1) R-symmetry and Q supersymmetry respectively.
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Table 3. Field content of the N = 2 tensor multiplet
Field
SU(2)
Irreps
Restrictions
Weyl
weight (w)
Chiral
weight (c)
G 1 Complex 3 1
Lij 3
Lij ≡ (Lij)
∗ =
εikεjlL
kl 2 0
Eµν 1
Eµν = −Eνµ
Two-form gauge
field
0 0
φi 2 γ5φ
i = φi 5/2 1/2
With the above constraints, the following soft algebra is satisfied on fields:
[δQ(ǫ1), δQ(ǫ2)] = δ
(cov)(ξ) + δM (ε) + δK(ΛK) + δS(η) + δgauge ,
[δS(η), δQ(ǫ)] = δM (η¯iγ
abǫi + h.c) + δD(η¯
iǫi + h.c) + δA(iη¯iǫ
i + h.c)
+ δV (−2η¯
iǫj − (h.c ; traceless)) ,
[δS(η1), δS(η2)] = δK(η¯2iγ
aηi1 + h.c) . (A.2)
where δξ , δM , δD, δA , δV , δK , δS are covariant general coordinate transofrmation, local
rotation, dilatation, U(1)R, SU(2)R, special conformal boosts and S-supersymmetry trans-
formations with the following field dependent transformation parameters.
ξµ = 2ǫ¯i2γ
µǫ1i + h.c. ,
εab = ε
ij ǫ¯1iǫ2jT
−
ab + h.c. ,
ΛaK = ε
ij ǫ¯1iǫ2jDbT
−ba −
3
2
ǫ¯i2γ
aǫ1iD + h.c. ,
ηi = 6ǫ¯
[i
1 ǫ
j]
2 χj . (A.3)
Matter multiplets coupled to N = 2 conformal supergravity satisfy the above algebra. Off-
shell multiplets such as vector multiplet, tensor multiplet, nonlinear multiplet or real scalar
multiplet satisfy the above algebra without the need to impose equations of motion.
We will present the field content and the transformation rule of the 8+8 tensor multiplet
which is of relevance to this paper. Field content of the N = 2 tensor multiplet is given in
Table-3.
All the fields are invariant under K-transformations. The component fields transform
under Q and S supersymmetry is as follows.
δLij = 2ǫ¯(iϕj) + 2εikεjlǫ¯
(kϕl) ,
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δϕi = /DLijǫj + /Hε
ijǫj −Gǫ
i + 2Lijηj ,
δG = −2ǫ¯i /Dϕ
i − 6ǫ¯iχjL
ij +
1
4
εij ǫ¯iγ · T
+ϕj + 2η¯iϕ
i ,
δEµν = iǫ¯
iγµνϕ
jεij + 2iLijε
jkǫ¯iγ[µψν]k + h.c , (A.4)
where Ha is defined to be
Ha =
i
6
εabcdH
bcd , (A.5)
where Hµνρ is the fully supercovariant field strength corresponding to the two-form gauge
field.
B Embedding of real scalar multiplet in the density formula: Intermediate
results
In this appendix, we will give all the intermediate results that we get in obtaining the final
bosonic Lagrangian (4.5). By taking a left-supersymmetry transformation of Σijk (4.1) up to
terms quadratic in fermions, we obtain:
Gaij = 24iD
(aDb)Sbij − 16iD
2Saij + 16iDbR(V )
ab
ij − 32iε
klDaE¯k(iEj)l
+ 32iεklE¯k(iD
aEj)l + 16iDbS
bk
(iS
a
j)k − 32iDbS
ak
(iS
b
j)k + 16iD
aSb
k
(iS
b
j)n
− 16iT+abDbEij − 16iT
−abDbE¯ij − 16iDbT
−abE¯ij − 16iDbT
+abEij + 16iD
(aP b)Sbij
+
32i
3
DbP
bSaij + 16iPbD
aSbij − 16iDbS
b
ijP
a+8R˜ab(A)Sbij + 20iSbk(iR(V )
abk
j)+10iDS
a
ij
−
8i
3
SaklCijkl − 32iPbS
b
ijP
a +
32i
3
P bPbS
a
ij +
32i
3
SaklEklE¯ij +
32i
3
SaklE¯klEij
−
160i
3
SaklEk(iE¯j)l +
2i
3
SaijS
bklSbkl −
4i
3
SaklSbklS
b
ij −
4i
3
SaklSbk(iS
b
j)l
+ iT−acT+bcS
b
ij −
20i
9
DaΛ¯k /DΛ(iεj)k −
64i
9
DbΛ¯
kγab /DΛ(iεj)k −
28i
3
DbΛ¯
kγbDaΛ(iεj)k
+ 16iDbΛ¯
kγaDbΛ(iεj)k − 8iD
aΛ¯kχ(iεj)k −
46i
3
DbΛ¯
kγbγaχ(iεj)k + 8iD
aΛ¯(iεj)kχ
k
+
46i
3
χ¯kγa /DΛ(iεj)k +
16i
9
εklΞ¯ijkγ
a /DΛl +
8i
3
εklDaΛ¯lΞijk +
8i
3
DaΛ¯nΞklmεikεjlεmn
+
16i
9
Ξ¯klmγa /DΛnεikεjlεmn +
25i
3
εklχ¯lγ
aΞijk −
25i
3
χ¯kγaΞlmnεklεimεjn
+ 20iR¯ab(Q)(iεj)kDbΛ
k−20iDbΛ¯(iεj)kR
ab(Q)k − 42iχ¯kγaχ(iεj)k +
16i
9
Ξ¯klmγaΞkl(iεj)m
−
10i
3
εklΛ¯lγ
a /DΞijk +
8i
3
εklΛ¯lD
aΞijk −
8i
3
Λ¯kDaΞlmnεklεimεjn −
14i
3
Λ¯kγa /DΞlmnεklεimεjn
+ 8iΛ¯(iεj)kD
aχk − 13iΛ¯(iεj)kγ
a /Dχk − 8iΛ¯kDaχ(iεj)k + 13iΛ¯
kγa /Dχ(iεj)k
+
68i
3
Λ¯(iεj)kDbR
ba(Q)k −
68i
3
Λ¯kDbR
ba(Q)(iεj)k −
8i
3
Λ¯(iεj)kγ
aD2Λk +
28i
3
Λ¯(iεj)kγbD
(aDb)Λk
+
8i
3
Λ¯kγaD2Λ(iεj)k −
28i
3
Λ¯kγbD
(aDb)Λ(iεj)k +
16i
9
Λ¯l /Pγ
aΞijkε
kl −
16i
3
Λ¯lΞijkP
aεkl
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−
16i
9
Λ¯k /PγaΞlmnεklεimεjn +
16i
3
Λ¯kΞlmnP aεklεimεjn +
8i
3
εlmΛ¯kγaΞkl(iE¯j)m
+
44i
9
εklΛ¯mγaΞijkE¯lm +
4i
9
Λ¯(iεj)kγ
aΞklmElm −
76i
9
Λ¯kγ
aΞklmEl(iεj)m −
8i
3
εmnεklΛ¯kΞlm(iS
a
j)n
− 4iΛ¯lΞijkS
akl +
4i
3
εklΛ¯l/S
m
(iγ
aΞj)lm +
10i
9
Λ¯l/S
kl
γaΞijk + 8iΛ¯
kΞlmnεklS
a
m(iεj)n
+
4i
3
Λ¯kΞlmnSaklεimεjn + 4iΛ¯
n/Sk(iεj)lγ
aΞklmεmn −
14i
9
Λ¯k /Sklγ
aΞlmnεimεjn −
8i
9
Λ¯kγbΞijkT
+ab
−
8i
9
Λ¯kγbΞ
klmT−abεilεjm +
16i
3
Λ¯k /DγabΛ(iεj)kPb −
64i
9
Λ¯kγab /DΛ(iεj)kPb −
40i
3
Λ¯k /PDaΛ(iεj)k
+
136i
9
Λ¯k /DΛ(iεj)kP
a −
16i
3
Λ¯(iεj)k /Dγ
abΛkPb +
64i
9
Λ¯(iεj)kγ
ab /DΛkPb +
40i
3
Λ¯(iεj)k /PD
aΛk
−
136i
9
Λ¯(iεj)k /DΛ
kP a + 2iΛ¯kγa /DΛlE¯l(iεj)k −
38i
9
Λ¯kγa /DΛlE¯k(iεj)l +
8i
3
Λ¯kDaΛlE¯l(iεj)k
+
8i
3
Λ¯kDaΛlE¯k(iεj)nl +
110i
9
Λ¯lγ
a /DΛ(iEj)kε
kl −
14i
3
Λ¯(iEj)kγ
a /DΛlε
kl
−
8i
3
Λ¯lD
aΛ(iEj)kε
kl −
8i
3
Λ¯(iEj)kD
aΛlε
kl +
16i
3
Λ¯k /DγabΛ(iS
b
j)k +
20i
9
Λ¯kγab /DΛ(iS
b
j)k
+
76i
9
Λ¯k /DΛ(iS
a
j)k −
16i
3
Λ¯k /Sk(iD
aΛj) −
4i
3
Λ¯k /DγabΛkS
b
ij + 2iΛ¯
kγab /DΛkS
b
ij −
2i
3
Λ¯k /DΛkS
a
ij
+
28i
9
Λ¯(iS
b
j)kγ
a
b /DΛ
k −
16i
3
Λ¯(iS
b
j)k
/DγabΛ
k −
28i
9
Λ¯(iS
a
j)k
/DΛk +
16i
3
Λ¯(i/Sj)kD
aΛk
−
34i
9
Λ¯kγ
ab /DΛkSbij + 4iΛ¯k /Dγ
abΛkSbij −
2i
9
Λ¯k /DΛ
kSaij −
16i
3
Λ¯k/SijD
aΛk −
8i
9
Λ¯(iγ
b /DΛj)T
−a
b
−
16i
3
Λ¯(iD
bΛj)T
−a
b +
4i
3
Λ¯(iγ · T
−DaΛj) +
8i
9
Λ¯kγb /DΛ
lT+abεk(iεj)l
−
4i
3
Λ¯kγ · T+DaΛlεk(iεj)l +
16i
3
Λ¯kDbΛ
lT+abεk(iεj)l +
4i
3
Λ¯(iχ
kεj)kP
a −
52i
3
Λ¯(iγ
abχkεj)kPb
−
4i
3
Λ¯kχ(iεj)kP
a +
52i
3
Λ¯kγabχ(iεj)kPb −
8i
3
Λ¯(iR(Q)
abkεj)kPb +
8i
3
Λ¯kR(Q)ab(iεj)kPb
+ 11iΛ¯kγ
aχlEijε
kl −
22i
3
Λ¯kγ
aχ(iEj)lε
kl + 27iΛ¯kγaχlE¯ijεkl +
74i
3
Λ¯kγaχlE¯k(iεj)l
−
9i
4
Λ¯(iγ · T
−γaχj) −
9i
4
Λ¯(kγ · T+γaχl)εikεjl −
14i
3
Λ¯(iχ
kSaj)k +
38i
3
Λ¯(iγ
abχkSbj)k+
29i
3
Λ¯kχ
kSaij
+
7i
3
Λ¯kγ
abχkSbij −
34i
3
Λ¯kχ(iS
a
j)k −
86i
3
Λ¯kγabχ(iSbj)k − 3iΛ¯
kχkS
a
ij + 7iΛ¯
kγabχkSbij
+
64i
3
Λ¯(iR(Q)
abkSbj)k − 8iΛ¯kR(Q)
abkSbij −
64i
3
Λ¯kR(Q)ab(i Sbj)k +
40i
3
Λ¯kR(Q)abk Sbij
+
8i
3
Λ¯iΛjDbT
−ba +
8i
3
Λ¯kΛlDbT
+baεikεjl −
16i
3
Λ¯lγaΛ(iεj)lD
bPb −
8i
3
Λ¯lγbΛ(iεj)lD
(aP b)
+
20i
3
εmnΛ¯
mγabΛnDbE¯ij +
52i
3
Λ¯mΛnDaE¯m(iεj)n − 8iε
mnΛ¯mγ
abΛnDbEij
+
8i
3
εmnΛ¯mΛ(iD
aEj)n −
16i
3
Λ¯lγbΛ(iD
aSbj)l +
32i
3
Λ¯γbΛ(iD
bSaj)l −
20i
3
Λ¯lγaDbSbl(iΛj)
+
8i
3
Λ¯lγabγcΛlDcSbij +
16i
3
Λ¯lγbΛlD
aSbij −
16i
3
Λ¯lγbΛlD
bSaij −
22i
3
Λ¯lγaΛlD
bSbij
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+
8i
3
εlmΛ¯nγaΛlCijmn −
17i
12
Λ¯kγ · R(V )ijγ
aΛk +
i
12
Λ¯kγaγ · R(V )ijΛk +
3i
2
Λ¯kγ ·R(V )k(iγ
aΛj)
−
3i
2
Λ¯kγaγ · R(V )k(iΛj) +
1
3
Λ¯kγ ·R(A)γaΛ(iεj)k +
1
3
Λ¯kγaγ ·R(A)Λ(iεj)k − 3iΛ¯
kγaΛ(iεj)kD
+
11i
6
Λ¯kγbΛ(iεj)kT
−afT+bf −
32i
9
Λ¯iΛjPbT
−ab −
32i
9
Λ¯kΛlPbT
+abεikεjl +
26i
9
Λ¯kγbΛkEijT
+ab
+
44i
9
Λ¯kγbΛ(iEj)kT
+ab −
14i
3
Λ¯kγbΛkE¯ijT
−ab −
4i
9
Λ¯kγbΛ(iE¯j)kT
−ab +
22i
9
Λ¯kΛ(iSbj)lT
−abεkl
+
46i
9
Λ¯kΛlSbk(iεj)lT
+ab +
10i
9
Λ¯kγ
acΛlS
b
ijT
−
bcε
kl +
i
9
Λ¯kγ · T
−ΛlS
a
ijε
kl
−
14i
9
Λ¯kγacΛlSbijT
+
bcεkl +
i
9
Λ¯kγ · T+ΛlSaijεkl −
16i
9
Λ¯lγaΛ(iεj)lP
bPb +
176i
9
Λ¯l /PΛ(iεj)lP
a
−
88i
9
εklΛ¯
kγabΛlE¯ijPb −
200i
9
Λ¯kΛlE¯k(iεj)l +
8i
9
εklΛ¯kγ
abΛlPbEij
−
104i
9
Λ¯kΛ(iEj)lε
klP a +
16i
3
Λ¯kγab /PΛ(iS
b
j)k −
40i
9
Λ¯k /Sk(iΛj)P
a +
8i
9
Λ¯k /PΛ(iS
a
j)k
+
16i
9
Λ¯kγaΛ(iS
b
j)kPb −
16i
9
Λ¯kγab /PΛkSbij −
20i
9
Λ¯k/SijΛkP
a +
44i
9
Λ¯k /PΛkS
a
ij
−
112i
9
Λ¯kγaΛkP
bSbij −
10i
9
εklΛ
mγabΛlSb
m
(iE¯j)m −
4i
3
Λ¯kΛlSaklE¯ij +
10i
3
Λ¯kΛlE¯klS
a
ij
−
44i
9
Λ¯kΛlSak(iE¯j)l −
62i
9
εklΛ¯kγ
abΛlSb
m
(iEj)mε
kl −
16i
9
Λ¯(iEj)kΛlS
akl
+
92i
9
Λ¯kΛlS
aklEij +
4i
3
Λ¯iΛjS
amnEmn −
56i
3
εklΛmγaΛ(iEj)kE¯lm −
32i
9
εklΛ¯mγaΛlE¯m(iEj)k
+
8i
3
εklΛ¯mγaΛ(iE¯j)kElm −
64i
3
εklΛ¯mγaΛmE¯k(iEj)l −
26i
9
Λ¯kγaγbcΛlSbk(iSc
l
j)
−
4i
3
Λ¯kγaγbcΛlSbijSc
l
k +
32i
9
Λ¯kγaΛlSbk(iS
bl
j) − 2iΛ¯
kγaΛlSbijS
bl
k
+
2i
3
Λ¯k /SklΛ(iS
al
j) −
8i
9
Λ¯k /Sl(iS
al
j)Λk −
46i
9
Λ¯k /Sk(iS
al
j)Λl +
10i
3
Λ¯k /SijΛlS
al
k (B.1)
Upon taking a further supersymmetry transformation of Gaij and using (2.32), we get Ψi up
to terms linear in fermions as:
Ψi = 4iD
2 /DΛkεik − 12iD
2χkεik +
8i
3
D2ΛkEilε
kl + iγ · T−D2Λi −
4i
3
/SijD
2Λj
−
16i
3
γaSbijD(aDb)Λ
j +
4i
3
/DΞjklEklεij −
4i
3
DaΞijkS
ajk +
5i
12
γa /DΞijkS
ajk
−
8i
9
/DEklΞ
jklεij −
5i
9
ΞijkDaS
ajk −
2i
3
γabΞijkDaSb
jk −
4i
9
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Thereafter, taking a left-supersymmetry transformation of Ψi (2.36) and extracting out the
Lorentz invariant and SU(2)-invariant contribution F up to bosonic terms, we get:
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Finally, we get the bosonic terms in the Lagrangian density L in (4.5) by taking L = −iF+h.c.
In order to bring L to the form presented in (4.5), we also perform some integration by parts
and extract out the bare K-gauge field fa
b in some terms. A non-trivial check of the above
results (B.1, B.2, B.3) is that they are all invariant under special conformal transformation.
They also satisfy the S-transformation properties as given in (2.39). A further consistency
check on Gaij is that it satisfies the constraint (4.3) that the embeddding of the real scalar
multiplet into the abstract multiplet constituting the density formula should satisfy. In order
to check the S-transformation of Ψi, it may be useful to have the bosonic terms of Dij which
we present below:
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a
ij (B.4)
C Bianchi identity of the Bianchi identity: Constraints from Higher Bianchi
follows from the preliminary constraints
In this section we will revisit the arguments made in [26] to show that the constraints coming
from the higher Bianchi will follow from the preliminary constraints (2.22, 2.29). The argu-
ment is based on taking a Bianchi identity of the Bianchi identity. Consider the super four
– 28 –
form J which appears in the action integral. As discussed earlier, the action integral will be su-
persymmetric invariant if it satisfies the Bianchi identity I = dJ = ∇J = 0. Now, I is a super
five form that is also gauge invariant under Lorentz transformations, dilations, R-symmetries,
special conformal transformation as well as S-supersymmetry. Clearly ∇I = dI = 0 holds
identically. We showed earlier that the Bianchi identity (I) with five gravitinos are identically
zero. The non-trivial I that we set to zero to get our preliminary constraints are:
(I)eψ¯3ψ = (I)eψ¯ψ3 = (I)eψ¯2ψ2 = 0 . (C.1)
Now, let us consider (∇I)eψ¯4ψ. Since (I)eψ¯3ψ is already set to zero, it can only come from
t0(I)e2ψ¯3 . And hence:
(∇I)eψ¯4ψ = t0(I)e2ψ¯3 = 0 (C.2)
This implies:
(I)e2ψ¯3 = 0 (C.3)
The reason for this is the following. The only way t0(I)e2ψ¯3 can be zero is either (I)e2ψ¯3 is
t0-exact or zero. But (I)e2ψ¯3 cannot be t0 exact since it does not contain a pair of left and
right handed gravitino and hence it has to be zero. Thus, we see that the Bianchi (I)e2ψ¯3 does
not yield any new constraints but is satisfied as a consequence of the preliminary constraints.
Now, let us consider (∇I)eψ¯3ψ2 :
(∇I)eψ¯3ψ2 = t0(I)e2ψ¯2ψ = 0 (C.4)
Unlike the previous case, (I)e2ψ¯2ψ can be t0 exact. However, by a suitable choice of Je3ψ¯,
we can make it zero. This is exactly how we derived our Je3ψ¯ (2.31). We can continue our
reasoning along these lines to show that all the other constraints coming from the higher
Bianchi identities are also automatically satisfied as a result of the preliminary constraints
(2.22, 2.29), and they don’t yield any new constraints.
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